INFECTION CONTROL

Across
1. CHEMICAL PROCESS THAT USES PRODUCTS TO DESTROY HARMFUL ORGANISMS
2. HARMFUL BACTERIA
3. HARMLESS BACTERIA
4. PUS FORMING GROW IN CLUSTERS LIKE GRAPE, CAUSE BOILS
5. SELF MOVEMENT (COCCI RARELY DEMONSTRATE THIS)
6. LIST OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, 16 CATEGORIES
7. SLENDER LIKE EXTENSIONS, LOCOMOTION (BACILLI AND SPIRILLA)
8. MECHANICAL PROCESS USES SOAP AND WATER TO REMOVE DIRT AND DEBRIS
9. BACTERIA GROW AND REPRODUCE
10. CAUSES STREP, LOOKS LIKE BEADS
11. CHEMICAL PROCESS REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DISEASE CAUSING GERMS

Down
3. SPORE FORMING STAGE
5. CORKSCREW SHAPED SUBDIVIDED INTO 2 GROUPS, STD AND LYME
8. AGENCY THAT REGULATE SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE
9. ONE CELLED MICRO ORGANISM LIVE ON PLANT AND ANIMAL
10. ROD SHAPED PRODUCE LOCK JAW
12. GROW IN PAIRS CAUSE PNEUMONIA
13. ROUND SHAPED
17. REGISTERS ALL CHEMICALS SOLD/USED IN US
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